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T
his time of year marks the end of an outwardly productive phase and
the beginning of a more inwardly focused cycle. You’ve been out
dancing in the summer light and now it’s time to gather what you want

for the coming months and release what no longer serves you. Like a tree
shedding its leaves, keeping only that which will bud again in the spring, y ou
need to foster those aspects of your life where you see future growth, and
lovingly let go of anything no longer in alignment with your vision.

Outdated ‘stuff’ doesn’t only recreate the past, it occupies space, which
could be filled with what you really want. If the Angel of Manifestation showed
up now with your ideal relationships and possessions, would there be
emotional and physical space for them? If not, try the following exercise so
that when opportunity knocks it finds a welcoming, spacious heart and home.  

Step one: the physical aspect
Get three boxes – one for the charity shop, one for recycling and one for
things that need fixing. Sort one room or even one drawer at a time; it
doesn’t matter how small the first step is. If you wait until you can put an
afternoon aside, it rarely happens, but it’s amazing how much you can
achieve while waiting for a TV programme to start! When you finish clearing
an area, burn a scented candle, play chimes around it or put on your
favourite music and visualise your fabulous future unfolding. 

Step two: the emotional aspect
Don’t avoid dealing with possessions that remind you of old relationships,
happier, more abundant times or a slimmer, more youthful figure. This is
where you’ll make the greatest difference. Remember this is about change,
and the most common block to change is not accepting your current reality.
Recognising that your relationship or job is not fulfilling or that y our home
or body is no longer reflecting what you want may be challenging, but until
you do so, nothing shifts. Accepting the truth will set you free to create a
different future. If your physical and emotional space is full of repetitive
thoughts and routines, the idea of taking constructive action towards a
different future – such as enrolling in a dance class, a couple’s workshop or
starting a second income stream – can feel overwhelming. Allow buried
emotions to be felt, knowing that you’re wiping the board clean to write a
new, happier story. The trick is to clear your plate of the main course before
perusing life’s dessert menu!

No one in your past or present is keeping you stuck – but your feelings
about them may be. Emotions such as grief, r esentment, guilt, regret or
bitterness can keep you trapped. If an old possession triggers guilt, do
something about it. Write to the person; if they’re no longer here, put the
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You’ll find some of these essences in the
Transformation Essence Range at:
spiritoftransformation.com. With
acknowledgement to: Crystal Herbs, Hummingbird
Remedies, Kaua Healing Energies, Delta Gardens,
Flower Essences, Green Man Essences, Alaskan
Flower Essences and Morningstar Essences.

Blue Lotus
This helps you see what to expect if you

continue in the same way. What has

worked that you can take forward?

What has not worked that you need to

let go of now? This essence supports

you in releasing what no longer

serves you, and supports you in

formulating fresh goals even while

remaining open to taking a new

path if the universe offers you

something even better! Lotus has one

of the highest vibrations of any flower.

It encourages spiritual progress and

intensifies the effects of other

essences. It asks you to express your

greatest gifts. Even if your past was

difficult, it gives you the courage to

become present in your highest possible

vibration. It helps you see that life is a

game, to appreciate the Divine in

everything, to uplift you with joy. Useful

affirmation: ‘I feel safe and secure in the

new life that I am creating for myself.’ 

letter under running water or burn it and let it go. We’re all human – find
compassion for yourself. 

Perhaps you’re reminded of an old relationship that you wish had gone
the distance, or maybe it’s one where your partner did not live up to your
expectations. Whatever feelings are evoked, change your perspective.
Feelings like this are especially toxic to current relationships and may be
preventing you from having the partnership you desire, so it’s worth taking
time to heal them. However ideal a relationship was, it finished for a reason,
so feel grateful for the good times and visualise more in the future with a
new partner. If the relationship was unhappy or abusive then understand at
a soul and heart level no one is to blame. We all choose our role before we
are born, whether it’s victim or victimiser, so as to learn our soul lessons. 

Step three: the spiritual aspect
Sometimes, difficult experiences are there to teach us compassion and
forgiveness or about boundaries and responsibility; you can’t save others from
their lessons, however much you love them. Often, the greater the apparent
wrong committed by you or someone else, the greater the emotional pain it
expresses. Even if you didn’t cause someone’s original pain, becoming a
recipient of the consequences can mean you both learn. It’s a way that we’re in
service to each other in the great dance of life. So, invite the Angel of Grace to
help you to forgive yourself and others; see those feelings surrounded by
bubbles of white light, which rise and float away, leaving you light and free to
choose a new dance; what soundtrack will you choose, what new steps will
you learn, who will your partner be, and ooohhh – what will y ou wear?!

Amaryllis
This essence helps balance

the right and left brain so

your logical and creative skills

come together. It encourages

serenity and an ability to

weigh up the value of fresh

ideas, opening you to new

thoughts without getting

caught up in emotional

reaction. It helps you apply

your spiritual learnings in

everyday life. It supports you in giving

balanced emphasis to your soul’s needs as well

as your need for appreciation and reward in

the material world. When you’ve found this

healthy relationship between ego and spirit,

you’re better able to receive meaningful and

authentic abundance. 

Golden Ear Drops
Carrying toxic energies from past or

present life trauma can inhibit your

ability to create a happier, more fulfilling

life. Yet it can take great courage to face

your demons. Thankfully, this essence is a

master at helping you tackle problems

with courage, strength and the

understanding that nothing is bigger

than the Divine power that you carry

within you. You’re safe to confront the

past and are blessed with abundance

when you let it go. Useful af firmation:

‘I’m filled with courage and

strength as I face my past and

release it.’

Wormwood
This essence allows the release

of self-doubt and worry, so that

you’re able to make

empowering, independent

choices. It can also help you to

detach from your stories about

past hurts, and your old ways of

reacting, allowing you to let go

of energetic entanglements and

old programming. It offers

powerful support in dissolving

old anger and bitterness, where

you felt hurt and victimised,

whether intentional or not. It’s

equally helpful when you cannot

forgive yourself for past actions.

It brings compassion to your

relationships with yourself and

others. Useful affirmation: ‘I

forgive myself and others for the

past and start afresh with

compassion.’ 

Essences for release with optimism

As The Karma Coach and a vibrational
medicine practitioner, Nikki Wyatt
releases family conditioning and
ancestral patterns causing current
problems with relationships, work,
money and health. She uses a variety
of techniques including flower and

crystal essences, hands-on healing, emotional
release, channelled information and coaching. For
your free soul flower reading and more information,
visit spiritoftransformation.com
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